Q1 How did you hear about MLA? (select all that apply)

Answered: 138  Skipped: 3

**Answer Choices** | **Responses**
--- | ---
From a colleague | 49.28% 68
From the MLA website | 30.43% 42
From another source (please write the name of the source below) | 24.64% 34
From an MLA Chapter (please write in the name of the chapter below) | 9.42% 13
From another website/social media (please write which one below) | 4.35% 6
From a library conference (please write which one below) | 3.62% 5
From a presentation by an MLA Representative | 2.17% 3
From a flyer | 0.72% 1
From MLA social media (please write in which platform below) | 0.72% 1

Total Respondents: 138